
  
 
Divadelná Nitra will engage into its program the children of the Iraqi refugees who have found 

new home in the city under the Zobor mountain 

 
 

 
Their life in Iraq was threatened by war. They have decided to flee, and have found a new home in 

Slovakia. 149 Christians from Assyria have moved right to Nitra and its surroundings in March this year. 

And the International Festival Divadelná Nitra, which will be held from 23rd to 28th September 2016, has 

invited them to join its program. 

Academic sculptor Elena Kárová, who has been leading already for ten years a successful project of the 

Divadelná Nitra Association, A Tulip for You, which integrates through its artistic activities visually and 

mentally handicapped children, has participated this year in establishing a Community Center of Assyria 

Christians at Palánok in Nitra under the civil association Peace and Goodness. Already on the very first 

day of the Festival, the 23rd of September 2016, there will be a full day workshop under her leadership 

called A Tulip for Iraqi Children. 

“The Iraqi children will spend a whole day together with visually handicapped as well as visually healthy 

children from elementary schools of Bratislava and Nitra. They will create a large painting, they will 

dance and drum together, and the Assyria Christian moms will prepare traditional meals for them. The 

children will listen to the lecture of three blind girls about their creative success and will experience a live 

Festival atmosphere: they will see the Festival show of Teatro Tatro Circus Charms in a circus tent as 

well as the interactive object empathy BLACK BOX,“ explained Elena Kárová.  

The empathy BLACK BOX is coming back to Divadelná Nitra a year after its successful premiere at the 

Festival and the re-installation in the center of Bratislava. The unique  interactive object for those who 

can see about the world of the visually impaired will introduce itself at the different square in front of the 

Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra. The visitors will be brought into the world of the blind, they will get 

acquainted with the principles of Braill writing system, and in total darkness will experience what does it 

mean for a blind person, for example, just to make a breakfast.  

A Tulip for You project is a part of the long-lasting program of informal education realized by the 

Divadelná Nitra Association already for more than 15 years in various forms with various focus groups.  

http://www.nitrafest.sk/


 

“Within its intentions of openness and variety, Divadelná Nitra develops public discourse, devotes itself 

to informal education and integration, brings attention to the actual themes, and last but not least, 

involves in its program the groups on the margins of society,“ said the director of Divadelná Nitra, Darina 

Kárová.  

One of the sections of Divadelná Nitra called characteristically Agora Európa will also devote itself to the 

informal education and the themes such as immigration or extremism in the past and today. It will cover 

the events Live Library, Public Living Room and Trial of Europe. It will bring about live discussions with 

professionals and public at schools or in the streets.    

Live Library in the Regional Library of Karol Kmeťko will offer the students of elementary and high 

schools two workshops. The first one, on September 23, will be lead by theatre artists and activists Iveta 

Ditte Jurčová and Michal Ditte from the Pôtoň Theatre and safety analytic and professional on the 

subject of extremism Radovan Bránik. On September 28, the coordinator of the volunteer help for the 

immigrants on the Serbia-Hungary borders Zuzana Kizáková, will talk about her experience.  

In the Public Living Room right in front of the Nitra Museum, there will be sitting, on the 25th of 

September 2016, a civil activist of many years, director of Milan Šimečka Foundation and the founder of 

the Festival of New Minorities [fjúžn] Laco Oravec who will lead a discussion in the street – with the 

passers by.  

A symbolical Trial of Europe will take place on September 27 in the Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra. The 

debate of the student´s teams, the members of the Slovak Debate Association, will bring arguments for 

and against Europe. The audience will then vote whose arguments were better and convinced them 

about the positive aspects of Europe, or, on the other hand, about its negatives.  

Within the framework of its educational activities, Divadelná Nitra will host, after the last year´s pilot 

year, the seminar of critical reflection V4@Theatre Critics Residency, in which there will be 12 critics no 

older than 35 years of age from 7 countries from Central and Eastern Europe. Under the leadership of 

the world famous and educated French theatrologist Patrice Pavis, the participants will watch the main 

program of the Festival and analyze it at the regular meetings.  

Slovakia will be represented by young theatre critic Dominika Široká and student Alžbeta Rusnáková, 

the neighbouring Czech Republic by critic, reporter and beginning playwright Martin Macháček, as well 

as by free-lance critic and PhD. student Barbora Etlíková; from Hungary, there will be theatre and dance 

critic Kristóf Farkas and pedagogue, writer and translator Judit Katalin Hollós, Poland will be 

represented by journalist Kamila Lapicka and translator and critic Marta Kacwin-Duman. Beside the V4 

countries, there will be once again professionals from Ukraine – theatre critic Iryna Golizdra and theatre 

manager Viktoria Shvydko. Belarus will be new this year, with journalist Katsiaryna Yaromina. And from 

Moldavia, there will be critic Rusanda Curca. The seminar will be held with the support of the 

International Visegrad Fund, and theatre institutions and organizations from Slovakia, Poland and 

Hungary will be the cooperating partners already for the second year.   

The Public Debate – a discussion evening of the professionals on a particular subject with the 

participation of the Festival audience and public, is a regular part of the Festival  already for several 

years  Also this time, its title is the same as the title of the Festival: Ode to Joy? (past – present – 

future). About European values, we shall talk with political analyst Pavol Demeš, from the German 

Mashall Fund, with political scientist Grigorij Mesežnikov, the president of the Institute for Public Issues, 



and with philosopher  Peter Kondrla, the director of the Department of Religious Studies at the 

Constantin the Philosopher University in Nitra.  

Within the accompanying program of the jubilee 25th year of the Festival, there will be more than 60 

street performances, exhibitions, film screenings, concerts, workshops, discussions and various creative 

activities for parents with children under the title The Zone of Joy. The theme of the Festival: The Ode to 

Joy? will be heard also in the music performances and in the art works created specifically for the 

Festival. 

The spectators will be able to see, during the 6-days theatre festival, 16 shows of the 
top-quality theatre on 4 stages. In the main program, there will be 11 stagings from 
renowned creators as well as from the new stars from the Czech Republic, France, 
Germany, Poland, Sweden, Iraq, Ukraine and Slovakia and one staging within the 
Festival Plus.  

You can buy the tickets to Divadelná Nitra 2016 nline at  www.predpredaj.sk and at the cash desk of the 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra.   

The patronage over the Festival has been taken over by the president of the Slovak Republic Andrej 

Kiska, the minister of the foreign and European affairs of the Slovak Republic Miroslav Lajčák, the 

minister of culture of the Slovak Republic Marek Maďarič, the chairman of the autonomous Nitra region 

Milan Belica and the mayor of the City of Nitra Jozef Dvonč. 

You can find all the actual information at www.nitrafest.sk and www.facebook.com/divadelna.nitra 

Main organizer: 
Association Divadelná Nitra 
Main co-organizers: 
Andrej Bagar Theatre in Nitra, Karol Spišák Old Theatre in Nitra, Nitra Self-Governing Region, The City 
of Nitra, Theatre Institute Bratislava 
Co-organizers: 
C.A. Peace and Good, Nitra, Klokaneček Child Care Centre, Private Conservatoire in Nitra,  Regional 
Edifying Centre in Nitra, The Elementary School for Partially Sighted and Blind in Bratislava, The Helena 
Madariová Elementary Arts School, The J. Rosinský Elementary Arts School in Nitra, The Karol Kmeťko 
Regional Library, The Nitra Gallery, The Nitra Museum, The Prince Pribina Elementary School, Nitra, 
The Slovak Debating Association, The Tatra Nitra Cinema Club 
 

http://www.predpredaj.sk/
http://www.nitrafest.sk/
http://www.facebook.com/divadelna.nitra




 
 
 


